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The politics and economics of the United States are wedded in the political economy of the
nation state and the nationalist economic policies. This `nationalist paradigm' is, however,
showing the following signs of fatigue: the role of the nation state is diminishing as the
economy globalizes; US national accounting systems are less effective, technology forces
change; trading blocs are emerging; there is less control of exchange rates; regional
economies are restructuring; and competitive environments are changing. This book proposes
that political jurisdictions are not economies but polities, and explores the complex and
important economic implications of this thesis.
Abstract : In order to provide state, local, and regional policy-makers and planners as well as
businessmen with an analytic tool, an input--output economic analysis was made of the South
Central region of Texas for the year 1967. The results of the study are presented in this report
entitled, "An input-output model of the South Central region of Texas." This report provides an
overview of the study region, including the geographic setting, demographic characteristics and
economic factors of income, employment and earnings. Methodology and procedures of
analyses used in the study are discussed. Suggestions as to how the findings of the study may
be used as they relate to the total regional economy are presented along with some of the
results of this study. The input-output tables for this region are included in this report.
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This volume embodies a problem-driven and theoretically informed approach to bridging
frontier research in urban economics and urban/regional planning. The authors focus on the
interface between these two subdisciplines that have historically had an uneasy relationship.
Although economists were among the early contributors to the literature on urban planning,
many economists have been dismissive of a discipline whose leading scholars frequently favor
regulations over market institutions, equity over efficiency, and normative prescriptions over
positive analysis. Planners, meanwhile, even as they draw upon economic principles, often
view the work of economists as abstract, not sensitive to institutional contexts, and
communicated in a formal language spoken by few with decision making authority. Not
surprisingly, papers in the leading economic journals rarely cite clearly pertinent papers in
planning journals, and vice versa. Despite the historical divergence in perspectives and
methods, urban economics and urban planning share an intense interest in many topic areas:
the nature of cities, the prosperity of urban economies, the efficient provision of urban services,
efficient systems of transportation, and the proper allocation of land between urban and
environmental uses. In bridging this gap, the book highlights the best scholarship in planning
and economics that address the most pressing urban problems of our day and stimulates
further dialog between scholars in urban planning and urban economics.
This new edition updates and expands the author's classic work, which has become a standard
for professionals and students of public administration, urban and regional planning, and
regional economics. Bendavid-Val provides a comprehensive practitioner-oriented book on the
state of the art of regional and local economic planning, written in a straightforward style that
requires no extensive background. Included are thorough discussions of planning methods,
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covering aggregate regional analysis, intraregional analysis, and project identification and
evaluation, as well as approaches to development planning.
Economic development encompasses a wide range of concerns. As practiced at the local level
it is a technique-dominated field concerned with increasing jobs and the tax base, primarily by
marketing the location to prospective and existing employers. The political culture in which
most developers operate emphasizes short-term solutions. As such, the practice of economic
development is strikingly similar across the United States as economic developers try to keep
up with the competition. This book gives current and future economic developers and
community leaders in the United States knowledge they can use to understand both the
process and the practice of local economic development. The work presents an historical
sketch of US development practice, as well as the fundamental definitions and concepts
needed to understand economic development theory. It also discusses key theories of the local
economic growth and development process. While most existing books on economic
development theory are concerned with less-developed countries; the authors focus on the US
from a practitioner's perspective. The book is organized to serve both as a text for in-service
training or university courses and as a reference.
Although collaborations for local and regional economic development have been popular in
recent years, it is not yet wholly clear when or how such efforts bring successful outcomes.
Using an integrative conceptual framework for collaborative governance, this innovative
collection provides a systematic and interdisciplinary analysis of real-world collaborative
networks for local and regional economic development. Focusing on a wide range collaborative
economic development in diverse cities and regions in USA, Canada, Germany, India, Italy,
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and South Korea, the chapters explore what forces motivate the emergence of collaborative
economic development efforts. Each chapter explores the factors which contribute to or hinder
collaborative governance efforts for economic development and identifies lessons for
overcoming challenges to creating communities that are economically resilient,
environmentally sustainable and politically engaged in the era of globalization. By focusing on
collaborative governance and its implications for the ability of policies to meet the challenges of
the 21st century, it provides lessons for researchers in public management, urban
planning/development, public policy, and political science, as well as practitioners interested in
promoting local economic development.
Residential Real Estate introduces readers to the economic fundamentals and emerging
issues in housing markets. The book investigates housing market issues within local, regional,
national and international contexts in order to provide students with an understanding of the
economic principles that underpin residential property markets. Key topics covered include:
Location choice in urban areas Housing supply and demand Housing finance and housing as
an asset class Demographic shifts and implications for housing Sustainable homes and
digitalisation in housing Drawing on market-level information, readers are encouraged to
recognise the supply and demand drivers and modelling of dynamic housing markets at
various spatial scales and the implications of trends within an urban and regional context, e.g.
urbanisation, ageing population, migration, digitalisation. With research-based discussions and
coverage of relevant literature, this is an ideal textbook for students of residential real estate,
property and related business studies courses at UG and PG levels, as well as a reference
book with research topics for researchers. This book will also be of interest to professionals
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and policymakers.
Written by authors with years of academic, regional, and city planning experience, the classic
Planning Local Economic Development has laid the foundation for practitioners and academics
working in planning and policy development for generations. With deeper coverage of
sustainability and resiliency, the new Sixth Edition explores the theories of local economic
development while addressing the issues and opportunities faced by cities, towns, and local
entities in crafting their economic destinies within the global economy. Nancey Green Leigh
and Edward J. Blakely provide a thoroughly up-to-date exploration of planning processes,
analytical techniques and data, and locality, business, and human resource development, as
well as advanced technology and sustainable economic development strategies.
The completely reedited second edition of this book reflects recent advances and adds
insightful new material. The book analyzes regional economic performance and change, and
discusses how analysis integrates with strategies for local and regional economic development
policy and planning. The aim is to provide the reader with an account of quantitative and
qualitative approaches to regional economic analysis, and of old and new strategic frameworks
for formulating regional economic development planning.
Actors and institutions in localities and regions across the world are seeking prosperity and
well-being amidst tumultuous and disruptive shifts and transitions generated by: an
increasingly globalised, knowledge-intensive capitalism; global financial instability, volatility and
crisis; concerns about economic, social and ecological sustainability, climate change and
resource shortages; new multi-actor and multi-level systems of government and governance
and a re-ordering of the international political economy; state austerity and retrenchment; and,
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new and reformed approaches to intervention, policy and institutions for local and regional
development. Local and Regional Development provides an accessible, critical and integrated
examination of local and regional development theory, institutions and policy in this changing
context. Amidst its rising importance, the book addresses the fundamental issues of ‘what kind
of local and regional development and for whom?’, its purposes, principles and values,
frameworks of understanding, approaches and interventions, and integrated approaches to
local and regional development throughout the world. The approach provides a theoretically
informed, critical analysis of contemporary local and regional development in an international
and multi-disciplinary context, grounded in concrete empirical analysis from experiences in the
global North and South. It concludes by identifying what might constitute holistic, inclusive,
progressive and sustainable local and regional development, and reflecting upon its limits and
political renewal.
Targeting regional economic development (TRED) has a long and rich tradition among
academic economists and in the world of economic development practitioners. This book
builds on a series of workshops and papers organized by The Northeast Regional Center for
Rural Development (NERCRD) at the Pennsylvania State University and the Rural Policy
Research Centre (RUPRI) at the University of Missouri. Through the coordinated efforts of
NERCRD and RUPRI, a network of university based researchers and Extension education
specialists was developed and provides the foundation of this new edited volume. For the first
time in a single book, Goetz, Deller and Harris present an innovative approach through a
collection of chapters discussing industry targeting and the relevance of TRED as an important
analytical tool for practical targeting purposes. The papers present issues surrounding
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community economic development, clusters in industry and rural communities and the role of
agglomeration economies. The book provides the reader with insights into not only the
theoretical foundations of targeting as well as empirical methods, but also approaches for
using the community-level analysis to affect policy directions.

This title was first published in 2003. Korea has had considerable success in
developing its high technology industries and these have become significant
employers in this region. By analysing the situation in Korea, this book explores
the effects of dynamic externalities on the growth of regional employment in the
high-technology industries. It puts forward innovative simultaneous equation
models to test three sets of hypotheses related to so-called 'Jacobs', and 'MAR'
effects, differentiated by firm size, organizational type and product. Clear
evidence is found for endogenous technological progress marked by positive
feedback, especially for small firms in diversified high-technology enclaves.
There are technological externalities associated with knowledge spillovers, and
local employment has indirect effects on employment growth via dynamic
externalities. The implications for local economic development policy are outlined
in a concluding section. The creation of the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) in 1992 and decentralization
in 1999 mark the state restructuring in Indonesia. This book analyses the impact
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of state restructuring on regional economic development in Indonesia between
1993 and 2010. Regional economic analysis shows persistent and severe
regional disparities throughout the period. Particularly, econometrics study found
that decentralization has accelerated regional disparities whilst the AFTA effect is
insignificant on regional economic growth. Furthermore, historical institutionalism
analysis on two cities - the manufacturing industry in Batam and the creative
economy in Bandung - shows that past and embedded local institutions provide
the capacity to adapt and create new development paths. The book suggests the
importance of local-specific policies that embrace local knowledge and
institutions to develop regional specialization and competitive advantage. This
book fills the gap in Indonesian literature that lacks studies on the integrated
impact of decentralization and trade liberalization, both economically and
politically.
This book aims to support the design and delivery of more effective local and
regional economic development strategies. A crucial part of this process is the
collection and use of evidence, on local needs and options and on what works
and what does ...
Forward-looking communities have attained a competitive edge by strengthening
clusters of related and supporting industries, not courting individual firms. How
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will your community know which clusters to strengthen as it negotiates this
fundamental shift in development strategy? This book shows you how to conduct
local economic analysis to support such strategic planning decisions. You'll learn
how to use basic economic analysis techniques to analyze changes in the local
economy and evaluate the signifigance of these changes for economic
development policy. They show how to structure an analysis; assess local
economic performance; analyze the structure and dynamics of a local economy;
evaluate local growth prospects; assess local human resources; evaluate
nonlabor resources; and link analysis to strategic planning. Understanding Your
Economy also includes a summary of data series and sources that will trim hours
from your search for information necessary to conduct your analysis.
Understanding Your Economy does not assume an extensive background in
statistics or data management. It can serve as a stand-alone manual for anyone
who wants to learn more about the functions and dynamics of an area's
economy. It's also designed to serve as a text for a two-day seminar. It suggests
a format for presenting the materials and includes chapter summaries of key
concepts as well as a guide to supplemental resources that will help instructors
develop a successful workshop. Must-reading for all planners dealing with
economic development. It is also an appropriate text for undergraduate,
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graduate, and professional courses in economics, public policy, and urban
planning.
This book aims to integrate and augment current state-of-the-art knowledge on
graduate migration and its role in local economic development. Comprising the
key scholars working in the field, it draws together an international series of case
studies on graduate migration, a recognised critical component of the global pool
of labour. Each chapter describes empirically founded approaches to examining
the role and characteristics of graduate migration in differing situational contexts,
highlighting issues concerning government policy, data and methods.
Forward-looking communities have attained a competitive edge by strengthening
clusters of related and supporting industries, not courting individual firms. How
will your community know which clusters to strengthen as it negotiates this
fundamental shift in development strategy? This book shows you how to conduct
local economic analysis to support such strategic planning decisions. You'll learn
how to use basic economic analysis techniques to analyze changes in the local
economy and evaluate the signifigance of these changes for economic
development policy. They show how to structure an analysis; assess local
economic performance; analyze the structure and dynamics of a local economy;
evaluate local growth prospects; assess local human resources; evaluate
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nonlabor resources; and link analysis to strategic planning. Understanding Your
Economy also includes a summary of data series and sources that will trim hours
from your search for information necessary to conduct your analysis.
Understanding Your Economy does not assume an extensive background in
statistics or data management. It can serve as a stand-alone manual for anyone
who wants to learn more about the functions and dynamics of an area's
economy.
While national trends shape the general economic context for growth, industrial
performance also depends critically on conditions particular to local areas. This
book develops the idea that the interaction between business strategies and local
economic environments has a substantial influence on the success or failure of
local mature industries. Arguing that the poor performance of local economic
development policies--measured by their ability to stimulate investment, create
jobs, and expand the tax base--can be improved through a better understanding
of this interaction, the authors stress the importance of identifying and promoting
invisible factors, such as worker attitudes and small-scale entrepreneurship, in
development strategies for mature industries. They document their findings
through statistical models and micro-studies in a local economy they use as a
case--the Montachusett region of central Massaschusetts--and argue that it is
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better to replace traditional policies of tax breaks and subsidies to business with
a comprehensive local growth strategy targeted at specific firms that can take
advantage of the invisible factors in economic development.
This book offers insights into the process and the practice of local economic
development. Bridging the gap between theory and practice, it demonstrates the
relevance of theory to inform local strategic planning in the context of widespread
disparities in regional economic performance. The book summarizes the core
theories of economic development, applies each theory to professional practice,
and provides detailed commentary on them. This updated second edition
includes more recent contributions—regional innovation, agglomeration, and
dynamic theories—and presents the major ideas that inform economic
development strategic planning, particularly in the United States and Canada.
The text offers theoretical insights that help explain why some regions thrive
while others languish and why metropolitan economies often rise and fall over
time. Without theory, economic developers can only do what is politically feasible.
This book, however, provides them with a logical tool for thinking about
development and establishing an independent basis on which the local
consensus needed for evidence-based action undertaken in the public interest
can be built. Offering valuable perspectives on both the process and the practice
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of local and regional economic development, this book will be useful for both
current and future economic developers to think more profoundly and confidently
about their local economy.
The impact of COVID-19 on local jobs and workers dwarfs those of the 2008
global financial crisis. The 2020 edition of Job Creation and Local Economic
Development considers the short-term impacts on local labour markets as well as
the longer-term implications for local development.
This is a relatively simple and easy to read introduction of major regional and
local economic development theories, their theoretical evolution and other
relevant topics such as governance, institutions and local leadership within the
globalization context. It also discusses some basic analytical tools and provides a
template for them in an easy to use MS Excel spreadsheet application. It
introduces conflict management procedures into regional development process
and provides a regional decision support framework.
Regional economic development has attracted the interest of economists,
geographers, planners and regional scientists for a long time. And, of course, it is
a field that has developed a large practitioner cohort in government and business
agencies from the national down to the state and local levels. In planning for
cities and regions, both large and small, economic development issues now tend
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to be integrated into strategic planning processes. For at least the last 50 years,
scholars from various disciplines have theorised about the nature of regional
economic development, developing a range of models seeking to explain the
process of regional economic development, and why it is that regions vary so
much in their economic structure and performance and how these aspects of a
region can change dramatically over time. Regional scientists in particular have
developed a comprehensive tool-kit of methodologies to measure and monitor
regional economic characteristics such as industry sectors, employment, income,
value of production, investment, and the like, using both quantitative and
qualitative methods of analysis, and focusing on both static and dynamic
analysis. The 'father of regional science', Walter lsard, was the first to put
together a comprehensive volume on techniques of regional analysis (Isard
1960), and since then a huge literature has emerged, including the many titles in
the series published by Springer in which this book is published.
This third edition of Job Creation and Local Economic Development examines
the impact of technological progress on regional and local labour markets. It
sheds light on widening regional gaps on job creation, workers education and
skills, as well as inclusion in local economies.
This book offers insights into the process and the practice of local economic
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development. Bridging the gap between theory and practice it demonstrates the
relevance of theory to inform local strategic planning in the context of widespread
disparities in regional economic performance. The book summarizes the core
theories of economic development, applies each of these to professional
practice, and provides detailed commentary on them. This updated second
edition includes more recent contributions - regional innovation, agglomeration
and dynamic theories – and presents the major ideas that inform economic
development strategic planning, particularly in the United States and Canada.
The text offers theoretical insights that help explain why some regions thrive
while others languish and why metropolitan economies often rise and fall over
time. Without theory, economic developers can only do what is politically feasible.
This text, however, provides them with a logical tool for thinking about
development and establishing an independent basis from which to build the local
consensus needed for evidence-based action undertaken in the public interest.
Offering valuable perspectives on both the process and the practice of local and
regional economic development, this book will be useful for both current and
future economic developers to think more profoundly and confidently about their
local economy.
Provides the regional economic developer with an overview of the sources of
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data for measuring the health and structure of local economies. Includes
evaluation of print material and web sites as well as agencies and organizations
as sources for socio-economic data.
Local and regional development is an increasingly global issue. For localities and
regions, the challenge of enhancing prosperity, improving wellbeing and
increasing living standards has become acute for localities and regions formerly
considered discrete parts of the ‘developed’ and ‘developing’ worlds. Amid
concern over the definitions and sustainability of ‘development’, a spectre has
emerged of deepened unevenness and sharpened inequalities in the
development prospects for particular social groups and territories. Local and
Regional Development engages and addresses the key questions: what are the
principles and values that shape definitions and strategies of local and regional
development? What are the conceptual and theoretical frameworks capable of
understanding and interpreting local and regional development? What are the
main policy interventions and instruments? How do localities and regions attempt
to effect development in practice? What kinds of local and regional development
should we be pursuing? This book addresses the fundamental issues of ‘what
kind of local and regional development and for whom?’, frameworks of
understanding, and instruments and policies. It outlines what a holistic,
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progressive and sustainable local and regional development might constitute
before reflecting on its limits and political renewal. With the growing international
importance of local and regional development, this book is an essential student
purchase, illustrated throughout with maps, figures and case studies from Asia,
Europe, and Central and North America.
This textbook is concerned with economic development at the local, community
or regional scale. Its aim is to provide students with a comprehensive introduction
to contemporary thinking about locally based economic development, how growth
can be planned and how that development can be realized. This book: • Provides
students with a thorough understanding of current debates around local and
regional development and how that body of work can assist them in helping
communities grow; • Equips students with a ‘toolkit’ of strategies that enable
them to both plan for development and deliver that development through their
professional lives; • Offers a roadmap for economic development that helps
students make sense of place-based development by providing a ‘meta
narrative’ of how regions grow and how those processes can be enhanced. This
integrating perspective will be organized around the concept of competitiveness
and how that concept can be understood and operationalized in various ways; •
Aims to improve the performance of economic development agencies by
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providing current and future staff with a better set of strategies that are more
appropriate to their needs; • Socializes students into the world of economic
development planning, providing them with an entry point into a rewarding
career; • Introduces students to a range of techniques essential to success in
economic development planning. In addition to a wealth of case studies and
pedagogical features, the book is also complemented by online resources. In
offering a full toolkit of economic development knowledge, techniques and
strategies, this text will thoroughly prepare students for a career in urban
planning, transport planning, human geography, applied economic analysis,
geographic information systems, and/or work as an economic development
practitioner.
Today, the Bay Area is home to the most successful knowledge economy in
America, while Los Angeles has fallen progressively further behind its neighbor to
the north and a number of other American metropolises. Yet, in 1970, experts
would have predicted that L.A. would outpace San Francisco in population,
income, economic power, and influence. The usual factors used to explain urban
growth—luck, immigration, local economic policies, and the pool of skilled
labor—do not account for the contrast between the two cities and their fates. So
what does? The Rise and Fall of Urban Economies challenges many of the
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conventional notions about economic development and sheds new light on its
workings. The authors argue that it is essential to understand the interactions of
three major components—economic specialization, human capital formation, and
institutional factors—to determine how well a regional economy will cope with new
opportunities and challenges. Drawing on economics, sociology, political science,
and geography, they argue that the economic development of metropolitan
regions hinges on previously underexplored capacities for organizational change
in firms, networks of people, and networks of leaders. By studying San Francisco
and Los Angeles in unprecedented levels of depth, this book extracts lessons for
the field of economic development studies and urban regions around the world.
Comprehensive coverage of traditional economic problems and issues are
strengthened in this textbook by the recognition that the economic perspective
should be supplemented by insights from other social sciences. Features of this
new Second Edition include: - concepts, theories and tools are emphasized
rather than specific programmes - traditional topics such as location of activities,
growth and development, economic structure, land use, neighbourhood
development, and governance are presented in ways that connect theory to ?the
ground? realities - economic problems including transportation, poverty,
immigration, education, urban management and housing are covered within the
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context of regional development - numerous quantitative tools including location
quotients, shift/share analysis, local multipliers, input-output analysis, statistical
modeling, cost/benefit studies, discounted cash-flow analysis, among others, are
described in an easy-to-understand manner.
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